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Dear Editor,

We have studied the recent Italian guidelines on the

management of Pilonidal Sinus Disease (PSD) published in

Techniques in Coloproctology [1] with interest. Guidelines

serve multiple purposes but predominantly aim to reduce

inappropriate variation in practice. Achieving a balance

between empirical evidence, interpretation of research and

individual biases/preferences can be difficult but is crucial.

The guidelines are, in part, provocative.

Despite the authors’ certainty, it is still not known

whether PSD arises due to lose hair penetrating the skin via

a preformed sinus or by creating a new sinus [2]. Segre

et al. state PSD incidence in Norway in 1995 was

26/100.000, but what is it in Italy today? In Germany, the

incidence has increased between 2000 and 2012 from

51/100.000 to 94/100.000 [3]. While undisputedly the peak

age at time of surgery is around 20 years, onset of symp-

toms over the age of 30 is not rare—this age group rep-

resents around 36 % of all new PSD (Fig. 1).

To clarify, Buie coined the term ‘‘Jeep disease’’ in 1944

and Hardaway ‘‘Jeep rider’s disease’’ in 1958. Importantly,

Favre et al. [4] recalculated Buie’s large numbers and

concluded the incidence of PSD is not increased within

military driving personnel, but this has gone mostly

unnoticed. One needs to remain mindful that military

personnel are predominantly young males who happen to

be at highest risk of developing PSD. While many aspects

of PSD remain to be elucidated, the guidelines could have

addressed what converts asymptomatic PSD to symp-

tomatic; why familial PSD behaves differently to sporadic

(earlier onset and higher recurrence) as well as the role of

personal hygiene.

The extremes of age are more likely to have natal cleft

contamination but are the least likely to develop PSD [3]—

the time has truly come to stop insulting the patient!

The guidelines recommend shaving as a ‘‘standard

component of post-operative treatment in order to prevent

recurrence’’ ignoring data suggesting a higher recurrence

rate with shaving [5]. Literature detailing outcomes of PSD

treatment with phenol is sparse and clouded by low num-

bers and short follow-up. It is not clear where phenol fits

into the PSD management algorithm. Do the authors sug-

gest phenol treatment be the first line for all symptomatic

patients with chronic PSD?

Little emphasis was placed on the observation that

recurrence rate after (surgical) treatment of PSD is a

function of time: 30 % of recurrences occur more than

4 years post-operatively. There is no debate that currently,

paramedian closure techniques have the lowest recurrence

rate and midline closure the highest. By stating ‘‘no clear
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benefit was shown for one technique over another’’ in the

Cochrane systematic review by Al-Khamis et al. [6] of

open versus closed wounds ignores the finding that open

healing by secondary intention was associated with sig-

nificantly lower recurrence rate than (all) closed wounds

(risk ratio 0.65; 95 % CI 0.46–0.93). Recurrence-free

outcome is that what matters most to our patients [7].

In an attempt to bundle together results of research into

PSD, a Pilonidal Sinus Journal has been founded in Aus-

tralia. Perhaps it will bring together ideas, research and

discussion. Large collaborative studies with at least 5 years

of follow-up are required. Because the incidence of PSD is

increasing and prevention has not been described, surgeons

need sound advice on how to treat patients with the

intention of cure. There are multiple guidelines on creating

clinical guidelines, e.g. from the National Guideline Sys-

tem (SNLG) (http://www.snlg-iss.it/). These need to be the

core of future updates for the treatment of PSD—to avoid a

minefield.
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Fig. 1 Age specific incidence per 100.000 inhabitants in Germany

depicted for the years 2000 and 2012 (Data from GBE-Bund.de; 2015,

with courtesy reprinted from Pilonidal Sinus Journal [3])
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